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[57] ABSTRACT 
A cabinet assembly (2) is disclosed comprising side 
panels (6,8), a rear panel (4), top and bottom panels (10, 
12), and forward doors (14, 16). The rear panel has side 
and top edge ?anges (24,26) which ?t into slots (50,58) 
in the top and side panels. The rear and side panels have 
a vertical series of ledges (28,30,32, and 52,54,42) along 
an inward facing side, each ledge having two upwardly 
projecting dovetail projections (38,56). The top panel 
and bottom panel each have receptacles (60,80) formed 
in an underside thereof for receiving the dovetail pro 
jections of the rear and side panels. Ashelf (18) is pro 
vided for assembly to intermediate ledges of the cabinet, 
between the ledges and an associated retention ?ange 
(55). The doors assemble pivotally to forward outward 
extensions (66,74) of the top and bottom panels. 

15 Claims, 12 Drawing Sheets 
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FIG. 4 
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CABINET ASSEMBLY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The subject invention relates generally to self 

enclosed cabinets and, more speci?cally, to cabinets 
which are sold in a disassembler condition for assembly 
by the end user. 

2. The Prior Art 
Cabinet assemblies are well known consumer prod 

ucts. Typically, commercial cabinets are sold in the 
disassembled, or “knocked down” condition, for subse 
quent assembly by the end user. The cabinets comprise 
sidewalls, top and bottom panels, and a forward door, 
which are mutually secured together by various hard 
ware sold with the assembly. 
While the aforementioned cabinet assemblies are pop 

ular and are well accepted commercially, certain short 
comings attend their use. First, the cabinets require a 
substantial amount of assembly time and effort, fre 
quently frustrating the end user. In addition, hardware 
with which to assemble the cabinets requires that the 
end user have certain tools, and hardware is an expen 
sive component adding to the overall cost of the cabinet 
assembly. 
A further shortcoming is that end users often lack the 

mechanical skill to assemble the cabinet properly, re 
sulting in a cabinet which lacks its designed structural 
integrity. Lastly, conventional cabinet assembly panels 
are formed of relatively expensive material, such as 
wood or metal, which taken in conjunction with the 
expense of the assembly hardware, makes the resultant 
product expensive to the end purchaser. 

Summary of the Present Invention 

The present invention overcomes the above short 
comings found in currently available cabinet assemblies. 
The invention comprises side panels, a rearward panel, 
top and bottom panels, and forward doors which are 
composed of plastic material and which are assembled 
by hand without the requirement for tools or assembly 
hardware. The rearward panel has side and top edge 
flanges which fit into slots in the top and side panels. 
The rearward and side panels have mutually level hori 
zontal ledges positioned to face inward, with each ledge 
having upwardly projecting dovetail shaped projec 
tions. The top panel has underside receptacles which 
receive the uppermost ledge projections of the rear 
ward and side panels, and the bottom panel has under 
side receptacles which receive the lowermost ledge 
projections of the rearward and side panels, whereby 
assembling the body of the cabinet. The top and bottom 
panels are T-shaped at the forward ends, with edge 
projections extending outward over the lower forward 
sides of the side panels. The projections have sockets 
formed within remote ends thereof. The door compo 
nents are formed to have pivot posts at upper and lower 
comers which reside pivotally in the projection sockets. 
The side panels are each formed having a horizontal 

retention ?ange associated with and spaced above each 
intermediate ledge, and a shelf member is provided with 
the assembly having sides which reside between the 
retention ?ange and the ledge therebelow to restrict 
upward and downward movement of the shelf. The 
dovetail shape of the ledge projections and the corre 
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2 
spending receptacles in the shelf underside restrict the 
shelfs motion in the remaining two axis. 

Accordingly, it is an objective of the present inven 
tion to provide a cabinet assembly which is capable of 
assembly by the end user without tools and which re 
quires no assembly hardware. 

It is a further objective of the invention to provide a 
cabinet assembly formed of inexpensive plastic compo 
nent parts. 
Yet a further objective of the present invention is to 

provide a cabinet assembly which is structurally rigid in 
the assembled state. 
Another objective of the present invention is to pro 

vide a cabinet assembly comprising inter?tting and 
interlocking component parts which can be assembled 
by one person. 

These, and other objectives, which will be apparent 
to one skilled in the art, are achieved by a preferred 
embodiment which is described in detail below and 
which is illustrated by the accompanying drawings. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ACCOMPANYING 
DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of the assembled 
cabinet. 
FIG. 2 is a front perspective view of the assembled 

cabinet with the doors shown in the open condition. 
FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view of the subject 

cabinet assembly. 
FIG. 4 is a front plan view of the subject cabinet. 
FIG. 5 is a top plan view thereof. 
FIG. 6 is a bottom plan view thereof. 
FIG. 7 is a rear plan view thereof. 
FIG. 8 is a longitudinal cross-section view through 

the assembled cabinet taken along the line 8-8 of FIG. 
4. 
FIG. 9 is a side elevation view of the assembled cabi 

net. ' 

FIG. 10 is a partial section through the shelf and 
sidewall connection, taken along the line 10-10 of 
FIG. 8. 
FIG. 11 is a partial section view of the rear panel to 

side panel connection taken along the line 11-11 of 
FIG. 7. 
FIG. 12 is a partial section view of the top panel to 

side panel connection taken along the line 12-12 of 
FIG. 8. 
FIG. 13 is a partial section view of the door post to 

bottom panel connection taken along the line 13-13 of 
FIG. 4. 
FIG. 14 is a bottom plan view of the bottom panel. 
FIG. 15 is a perspective view of a side panel ledge 

showing the con?guration of the dovetail projections 
thereof. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

FIGS. 1 and 2 show the subject cabinet in the assem 
bled condition, with the doors closed and open, respec 
tively. The subject cabinet assembly 2 comprises a rear 
ward panel 4, a pair of side panels 6,8, a top panel 10, a 
bottom panel 12, and a pair of door members 14, 16. The 
components are all molded of conventional plastic ma 
terial such as high density polyethylene, and by conven 
tional means. 

Referring to FIGS. 1,3, and 6, the assembly also com 
prises a plastic shelf 18 of generally rectangular shape. 
The rear panel 4 is of rectangular form and comprises a 
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central body 20 having a flat bottom 22. The long sides 
of the panel 4 each have an outwardly directed rectan 
gular side ?ange 24 extending therealong, and the top 
side of the panel 4 has an upwardly directed rectangular 
top ?ange 26. An internal surface of the panel body 20 
is provided with a series of horizontal ledges consisting 
of a top ledge 28, three intermediate ledges 30,32,34 and 
a bottom ledge 36. Each ledge has two dovetail-shaped 
projections 38 which are spaced apart and directed 
upwardly as shown. 
The side panels 6,8 each are of rectangular con?gura 

tion comprising a central body 40 extending from a 
right angled, inwardly directed bottom ?ange 42 to an 
upper end 46. A forward side 44 of the panels is L 
shaped, and a rearward side portion 48 is formed having 
a vertical groove or slot 50 formed therein. A series of 
ledges is likewise formed from an internally facing side 
of the body 40, comprising a horizontal top ledge 52 and 
three intermediate ledges 54. A pair of dovetail shaped 
protrusions 56 are provided each ledge, and project 
upward. A pair of spaced apart protrusions 56 is also 
provided on the top of the bottom ?ange 42 of the side 
panels as shown. Positioned above each of the interme 
diate ledges 54 is a horizontally disposed retention 
?ange 55 which is parallel to and spaced above its asso 
ciative ledge by a speci?c distance, as explained below. 
FIG. 10 illustrates the shape of a ledge and retention 
?ange in cross-section. 
The top panel 10 is illustrated as having a generally 

rectangular shape, and molded to provide spaced apart 
receptacles 60 at bottom side and rearward edge posi 
tions. The receptacles, it will be appreciated, have a 
shape and position to correspond with the protrusion 38 
of the rear panel top ledge 28 and the side panel protru 
sions 56 of the top ledge 52. Also positioned within an 
underside of the top panel 10, along a rearward edge, is 
a slot or groove 58. The top panel groove 58 is dimen 
sioned to receive the top ?ange 26 of the rear panel 4. 
The lower edge 62 of the top panel I 0 is adapted to 

be positioned on the ledges 52, 28 of the side panels 6,8 
and the rear panel 4, respectively. The top panel 10 
extends forward to a radiussed, downturned rim ?ange 
64 which has end protrusions 66 extending outward. 
The bottom panel 12 has formed in opposite edge 

portions of the underside a pair of spaced apart recepta 
cles 68 having a complimentary dovetail shape. The 
underside 70 of panel 12 is generally ?at. The bottom 
panel terminates at a forward, radiussed, downturned 
rim 72 which, as with the top panel rim 64, has end 
protrusions 74 extending outwardly. A pivot socket 76 
is provided each of the protrusions, extending down 
ward into protrusions 74 and upward into protrusions 
66. FIG. 13 illustrates the general profle of such sock 
ets. 

' Continuing, with respect to FIGS. 1, 3, and 6, the 
shelf 18 has downturned sides 78 and dovetail-shaped 
receptacles 80 extend into the underside 82 of the shelf, 
located and sized to receive the ledge protrusions 38, 56 
of the rear panel and side panel intermediate ledges. The 
shelf drops downward onto the ledges as the recepta 
cles 80 receive the ledge protrusions, and the shelf is 
repositonable to any of the three intermediate ledge 
elevations. 
The two door panels 14, 16 have at their outer cor 

ners an upwardly extending and a downwardly extend 
ing pivot pin 84 integrally molded with the panels, and 
sized and positioned to enter the sockets 76 of the top 
and bottom panels as shown by FIG. 13. 
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4 
Referring to FIG. 7, the rear panel 4 has four through 

apertures 85 which facilitate the hanging of the subject 
cabinet from a vertical wall. Alternatively, the cabinet 
is intended to be free standing when assembled and can 
be positioned on a ?oor. 
Assembly of the subject cabinet proceeds as follows. 

The rear and side panels, 4,6, and 8 are attached by the 
entry of side ?anges 24 of the rear panel 4 into the 
vertical edge grooves 50 of the side panels 6,8. FIG. 11 
illustrates that the grooves 50 are formed to have an 
inwardly projecting shoulder 86 which enters into a 
corresponding indentation 86 in the side ?anges 24 to 
retain the panels together. 
The elastomeric properties of the molded panels facil 

itate the entry of the ?anges into the grooves, over the 
shoulders 86. 

Subsequently, the door panels 16, and top and bottom 
panels 10, 12 are assembled to the rear and side panels. 
The door panel pivot pins 84 are captured by the sock 
ets 76 of the top and bottom panels (FIG. 13) as the top 
?ange 26 of the rear panel 4 enters the slot 58 of the top 
panel 10. The bottom panel 12 overlies the bottom ledge 
36 and bottom ?anges 42 of the rear panel and side 
panels, respectively, as receptacles 68 along the sides 
and back of the bottom panel 12 receive the protrusions 
38, 56. The bottom panel passes with interference the 
retention ?anges 55 above the side panel bottom ?anges 
42 and, once clear, the retention ?anges 55 keep the 
bottom panel from moving upward. 
The shelf 18 is positioned at one of the several loca 

tions afforded by the intermediate ledges of the side and 
rear panels, as will be appreciated by FIG. 2. The shelf 
is seated by a downward movement toward the ledges 
selected, and passes with interference over the retention 
?anges 55 of the side panels, which are located above 
such ledges. Upon clearing the retention ?anges, the 
dovetail protrusions 38 and 56 of the rear panel and side 
panel intermediate ledges enter into the dovetail-shaped 
receptacles 80 of the shelf and the shelf is held in such 
position by the retention ?anges 55. FIG. 10 illustrates 
the position of the shelf 18 between the retention ?ange 
55 and the ledge 54. Release of the shelf, for reposition 
ment to another level, is accomplished by an upward 
force on the shelf suf?cient to overcome the retention 
?ange 55. The resilient elastomeric properties of the 
panels and shelf facilitate the retention and release pro 
cedure as intended. 
FIG. 14 illustrates the receptacle 68 con?guration in 

the edges of the bottom panel 12. Considered in con 
junction with FIG. 15, which shows the dovetail shape 
of the protrusions, it will be apparent that once the 
protrusions are within the receptacles, movement be 
tween the parts is prohibited in two directions, while 
upward and downward movement is prohibited by the 
retention ?anges 55. Thus, the bottom panel and the 
shelf are secured to the assembly and held immovable in 
all three axis. 

It will be appreciated that the subject assembly is 
comprised of all plastic component pans, which can be 
conventionally molded of available plastic by known 
processes. Further, such components can be readily 
assembled without the need for hand tools, by the end 
user. Consequently, the assembly may be sold in the 
knocked down state, for subsequent assembly by the 
user, saving display space at retail stores and the cost of 
transportation of the assembly. Finally, the assembly 
consists of only eight parts, and require no assembly 
hardware, making the product cost effective, yet the‘ 
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resultant assembly is strong and versatile. The shelf is 
repositonable to three levels in the cabinet, and the dual 
pivoting doors a?‘ord convenience to the end user. 
Lastly, the plastic construction makes the assembly 
relatively light weight and makes the wall suspension of 5 
the cabinet practical and easy for the end user. 
While the above describes the preferred embodiment 

of the subject invention, the invention is not intended to 
be so restricted. Other embodiments, which will be 
apparent to one skilled in the art, and which utilize the 
teachings herein set forth, are intended to be within the 
scope and spirit of the invention. 
We claim: 
1. A cabinet assembly comprising: 
a rearward panel having a top edge, a bottom edge 
and ?rst and second opposite side edges; 

?rst and second opposed side panels, each said side 
panel having means for attachment to the opposite 
side edges of the rearward panel; 

a top panel and a bottom panel each having means for 
attachment to the top edge and the bottom edge of 
the rearward panel, respectively; 

the top and bottom panels having means for attach 
ment to a top edge and a bottom edge of the side 
panels and having a T-shape at a forward end com 
prising outwardly extending ?rst and second edge 
protrusions positioned to overlap upper and lower 
frontal edge portions, respectively, of each of the 
side panels, and at least one of the edge protrusions 
of the top and the bottom panels having a sized 
aperture extending therein; and 

at least one door having a top and a bottom corner 
pivotally attached to a forward side of the assem 
bly and comprising an upper and a lower pivot post 
projecting from the top and the bottom door cor 
ners, respectively, and residing in the top and the 
bottom sized apertures in the top and bottom panel 
edge protrusions. 

2. A cabinet assembly according to claim 1, wherein 
the rearward panel side edges each having an out 
wardly projecting and vertically oriented side edge 
flange and the ?rst and second side panels each having 
a rearwardly disposed and inwardly facing groove for 
receiving a respective one of the rearward panel side 
edge ?anges. 

3. A cabinet assembly according to claim 2, wherein 
the rearward panel having an upwardly projecting and 
horizontally oriented top edge flange and the top panel 
having a rearwardly disposed and downwardly facing 
groove for receiving the rearward panel top edge 
?ange. 

4. A cabinet assembly according to claim 3, wherein 
the rearward and side panels having at least one mutu 
ally level and horizontally disposed ledge positioned to 
face inward, the ledge having at least one upwardly 
directed pro?led projection, and the assembly further 
comprising a shelf having sides dimensioned for close 
receipt between the cabinet door and cabinet side and 
rearward panels, the shelf further comprising a lower 
side edge positioned for placement upon the rearward 
and side panel ledges, and recesses in a lower surface 
pro?led for receipt of the ledge projections. 

5. A cabinet according to claim 4, wherein each of the 
side panels having a horizontally disposed retention 
?ange spaced above the ledge and the shelf side is posi 
tionable between the retention ?ange and the ledge to 
restrict upward movement of the shelf. 
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6. A cabinet according to claim 5, wherein the rear 

ward and side panels having mutually level and hori 
zontally disposed ledges at top and bottom ends and 
positioned to face inward, the ledges each having at 
least one upwardly directed pro?led projection, and the 
top and bottom panels each having a lower side edge 
positioned for placement upon the rearward and side 
panel top and bottom ledges, respectively, and recesses 
in a lower surface pro?led for receipt of the top and 
bottom ledge projections. 

7. A cabinet assembly according to claim 6, wherein 
the ledge projections having a dovetail shape. 

8. A cabinet assembly according to claim 7, wherein 
the recesses having a dovetail shape of mirror image to 
the ledge projection shape. 

9. A cabinet assembly comprising: 
a rearward panel having a top edge, a bottom edge 

and ?rst and second opposite side edges; 
?rst and second opposed side panels, each said side 

panel having means for attachment to the opposite 
side edges of the rearward panel; 

a top panel and a bottom panel for assembly to the top 
and the bottom edges of the rearward panel, re 
spectively; 

the rearward and the side panels having at least one 
horizontally disposed ledge lying in a common 
plane proximate a top end, with the ledges posi 
tioned to face inward; 

at least one upwardly directed projection positioned 
upon one of the ledges; and 

the top panel having a plurality of lower side edges 
positioned for placement upon the rearward and 
the side panel ledges and at least one recess in a 
lower surface shaped for receipt of the ledge pro 
jection. 

10. A cabinet assembly according to claim 9, wherein 
the ledge projection having a dovetail shape and the top 
panel recess having a dovetail shape of mirror image to 
the ledge projection shape. 

11. A cabinet assembly according to claim 10, 
wherein the top and bottom panels having means for 
attachment to top and bottom edges of the side panels, 
respectively, and each having a T-shape at a forward 
end comprising outwardly extending ?rst and second 
edge protrusions positioned to overlay upper and lower 
frontal edge portions of the side panels, and at least one 
of the edge protrusions of each the top and the bottom 
panels having a sized aperture extending therein; and 
the assembly further comprising: 

at least one door having an upper and a lower corner 
pivotally attached to a forward side of the assem 
bly and having an upper and a lower pivot post 
projecting from the upper and the lower door cor 
ners, respectively, and residing in the top and the 
bottom sized apertures in the top and bottom panel 
edge protrusions. 

12. A cabinet assembly according to claim 11, 
wherein the rearward panel having outwardly project 
ing and vertically oriented side edge ?anges and the 
?rst and second side panels have a rearwardly disposed 
and inwardly facing groove for receiving the rearward 
panel side edge ?anges. 

13. A cabinet assembly according to claim 12, 
wherein the rearward panel having an upwardly pro 

65 jecting and horizontally oriented top edge ?ange and 
the top panel having a rearwardly disposed and down 
wardly facing groove for receiving the rearward panel 
top edge ?ange. 
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14. A cabinet assembly according to claim 13, 
wherein the rearward and side panels having at least 
one intermediately positioned and horizontally extend 
ing shelf ledge lying in a common plane and facing 
inward, each said ledge having at least one upwardly 
directed pro?led projection, and the assembly further 
comprising a shelf having sides dimensioned for close 
receipt between the cabinet door and cabinet side and 
rearward panels, the shelf further comprising a lower 
side edge positioned for placement upon the rearward 
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and side panel intermediate ledges and recesses in a 
lower surface pro?led for receipt of the ledge projec 
tions. 

15. A cabinet assembly according to claim 14, 
wherein each side panel having a horizontally disposed 
retention ?ange spaced above the ledge and facing in 
ward, and the shelf side is positionable between the 
retention ?ange and the ledge to restrict upward move 
ment of the shelf. 

* * * * * 
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